New On Video & DVD
Criminal Minds Season 4 This popular show follows a group of FBI agents as they go
inside the minds of vicious murderers. Tony Award winner Joe Mantegna stars as David
Rossi, an original founder of the Behavioral Analysis Unit who returned to action as a
profiler in the series’ third season. In addition to Mantegna, Criminal Minds stars Thomas
Gibson as the group's leader. Solving mysteries by delving into the psychology of serial
killers and terrorists, each of the group's members are able to offer special insight into
specific cases: Derek Morgan (Shemar Moore) helps to solve crimes of obsession;
Penelope Garcia (Kirsten Vangsness) employs her computer skills to gather clues; and
Spencer Reid (Matthew Gray Gubler) uses his considerable intelligence to crack cases,
despite his substandard social skills. Offering insight into both real and fictional crimes,
this show is an essential for drama devotees. This collection presents the complete fourth
season. Paramount/CBS
Harper's Island A group of friends visits a secluded island off the coast of Washington for
a destination wedding -- but the festivities are cut short by murder, and the guests realize
they are trapped with the killer in this mystery series. The murderer claims a new victim
in each episode and everyone is a suspect, forcing the survivors to figure out who is
behind the sinister plot, and how they can get back to the mainland alive. Paramount
Brotherhood The Final Season The Showtime original series Brotherhood spins the
well-worn crime genre with this Cain-and-Abel story of two brothers on opposite sides of
the law. Based on the real-life case of the Bulger brothers, the series takes place in an
Irish-American, working-class neighborhood of Providence, Rhode Island, known as The
Hill. There, Tommy Caffee (Jason Clarke) is a straightlaced, up-and-coming politician
while his brother, Michael (Jason Isaacs), aspires to be the biggest crime boss in the
gangster underworld. Their equally cutthroat occupations have more in common than they
might think. A taut character study punctuated by scenes of Sopranos like violence,
Brotherhood's final season is presented in its entirety with this collection. Showtime
The Game 1st Season One of two football-themed series of the 2006-07 TV season, CW's
The Game is a spin-off of the old WB network's long-running Girlfriends. Tia Mowry
stars as Melanie Barnett, a Johns Hopkins med student who transferred to a smaller
college in San Diego, California, the better to be near her football-player boyfriend,
Derwin Davis (Pooch Hall), a member of the "San Diego Sabers." Though not technically
a "football wife," Melanie soon became an honorary member of that hearty sorority,
quickly learning the ins and outs of NFL protocol and intrigue. Refreshingly, she refused
to be merely Derwin's "arm ornament," remaining her own person with her own ambitions
and dealing with the other football players on her level rather than theirs. Melanie's best
friend is Tasha Mack (Wendy Raquel Robinson), the single mother and self-appointed
business manager of her irresponsible quarterback son, Malick Wright (Hosea Chanchez).
Also on deck are interracial couple Kelly and Jason Pitts (Brittany Daniel, Coby Bell); as
the white "trophy wife" of a black player, Kelly spent much of her time overcoming the
prejudice of certain other Sabers and coping with her cheapskate (and possibly unfaithful)
husband. This release features the dramedy's first season in its entirety. Paramount/CBS
Ghost Whisper 4th Season Like a small-screen version of The Sixth Sense, CBS's
popular television series Ghost Whisperer is a supernatural drama of the paranormal.
Executive produced by real-life medium and author James Van Praagh, the series centers
around a small-town antiques-store owner, Melinda Gordon (Jennifer Love Hewitt), who
realizes she has the ability to communicate with ghosts. Melinda puts her unique skills to
work by helping the dead find emotional closure while depending on her paramedic
husband, Jim Clancy (David Conrad, Roswell), her new friend Delia Banks (Camryn
Manheim), and Professor Rick Payne (Jay Mohr,), an expert in the occult, for moral
support. The series' complete fourth season is presented in this collection.
Paramount/CBS
Taxi 4th Season Taxi debuted in 1978 and quickly worked its way into the pantheon of
sitcom classics with the help of one of the finest ensemble casts in television history. Set
within the confines of a dingy parking garage, the series chronicled the ups and downs of
an assortment of endearingly eccentric New York City cabbies--veteran driver Alex (Judd
Hirsch), single mother Elaine (Marilu Henner), struggling boxer Tony (Tony Danza),
spaced-out minister Reverend Jim (Christopher Lloyd), and, most indelibly, immigrant
mechanic Latka (the brilliant Andy Kaufman)--all lorded over by the acid-tongued barbs
of diminutive taxi dispatcher Louie De Palma (Danny DeVito). This release includes all
24 episodes of season four, including the two-part finale, "The Road Not Taken."
Paramount/CBS
Assassination of a High School President Think Chinatown for the teenage set. While
investigating the theft of his Catholic high school's SAT exams, sophomore newspaper
reporter Bobby Funke (Reece Thompson) uncovers an even bigger conspiracy. But will
anyone believe him when he accuses the class president? Director Brett Simon's comic
noir co-stars Mischa Barton and Bruce Willis as the unbalanced Principal Kirkpatrick, a
shell-shocked Desert Storm veteran. Sony
Six: The Mark Unleashed David White and Kevin Downes play two political prisoners
who are detained under a brutal dictator who has turned the world into an Orwellian
wasteland devoid of freedom, privacy, and choice. A Community Police Force follows the
every move of every citizen an to disobey would be to die. The two meet a mysterious
stranger (Stephen Baldwin) who helps them escape and fills them in on what they've
missed during their imprisonment: CPF agents have struck a deal with an inmate (Jeffrey
Dean Morgan) that grants his life for the betrayal of Christian renegades. The three must
now form an alliance with the most wanted renegade and the leader of the resistance
movement (Cosimo Michael); the fate of the world will be determined by their success or
failure. Sony
Mercy Streets is a Christian story of twin brothers John (David White) and Jeremiah
(David White) who seem to be total opposites. John is a con man who has recently been
released from prison and is trying to forget his past. Jeremiah is a minister who has lost
his motivation and most of his faith. The two are separated by hate and misunderstanding,
that is, until John decides to do one last crime and accidentally sweeps Jeremiah into the
mess. United again, both fighting for their lives, they look to God for help and forgiveness. Sony
Barney Sing & Dance with Barney Come celebrate with Barney in this unique tribute to
his first ten years. Barney's planned a very special sing along party and invited many of
his friends, "old" and "new." The group enjoys singing their all-time favorites, while being
transported to magical places (a farm, a campsite in the woods and a storybook land). It's
over 55 minutes of singing and dancing to 27 of Barney's favorite melodies. With special
reunion appearances by Kathy, Michael, Tosha, Min and Jason, this is a celebration no
Barney fan will want to miss. Hit Entertainment
The Da Vinci Detective This documentary follows Italian scientist Dr. Maurizio Seracini
as brings sophisticated technology to art world in order to solve a bona fide mystery
surrounding Leonardo da Vinci: the location of his long-lost fresco The Battle of Anghiari.
As Seracini uses advanced imaging techniques to close in on his prize, he also makes a
surprising discovery about another da Vinci painting, The Adoration of the Magi.
Smithsonian
Booker A spin-off from the late 1980s/early '90s smash-hit series "21 Jump Street," this
drama follows former Jump Street member Dennis Booker (Richard Grieco), who now
investigates suspicious insurance claims for a Japanese corporation based in Vancouver.
Detesting authority, Booker gets in trouble by not following the rules and for taking cases
for family and friends instead of the work he's been hired to do. Marcia Strassman
co-stars. Mill Creek

